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CASE STUDY
Eagle Ford Pressure Pumping Company improves Pump Reliability and
Lowers Operating Cost
XLH®/SuperGold® Packing and Core-X® Tungsten Carbide Plungers help improve operational efficiency while
reducing downtime
OVERVIEW

C

Completing an Eagle Ford Shale well in DeWitt County, Texas, an operator
employed a pressure pumping company (PPC) to frac a 13 stage well. Prior to
this well commencing, the PPC requested Utex consultation regarding pump
expendables advising maintenance costs had drastically increased, along with
down time, completing these types of wells. PPC advised pumps were
only
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achieving 2 to 3 hours of pumping time before failures caused each pump to be
Contouredmaintenance
thickness of the Eagle
Ford formation
taken out of service for expendable
issues.
This(isopachs)
well was completed
Formation/ reservoir thickness maps (isopachs) provide rough estimates of the thickness of reservoirs.
in December of 2016.
Thickness can be used to calculate resource volumes, such as oil or gas in place estimates, in
CHALLENGE
•

Improve pump reliability and operational
efficiency while reducing maintenance downtime
in the Eagle Ford Shale

SOLUTION
•

Use XLH®/SuperGold® packing and Core-X®
tungsten carbide plungers with proper installation procedures to increase pump reliability in
aggressive completion applications

RESULTS
•

Improve pump reliability after completing a 13
stage frac job with zero maintenance, downtime; reduced operating cost while maximizing
production efficiencies

CHALLENGE

combination with reservoir information such as porosity and reservoir pressure. The thickness contour
maps for the Eagle Ford formation (Figure 3) were constructed from subsurface point thickness data
from individual well records (from DrillingInfo Inc.) that include both depth to the top and the base of
the Eagle Ford formation. For a more detailed study that separates the upper and lower Eagle Ford
units see Hentz and Ruppel (2011).

Figure
3. Thickness
contours of the Eagle
Ford formation
Figure
1 Thickness
contours
of the Eagle Ford formation
The Eagle Ford Shale is
a hydrocarbon producing
formation capable of
producing both gas and
more oil than traditional
shale plays, and contains
a much higher carbonate
shale percentage, upwards
to 70% in South Texas[1].
This high percentage of
carbonate may make the
play more brittle and
“fracable,” but as the shale
thickens in some areas,
Sources: U.S. Energy Information Administration, Drilling Info, Inc., Texas Natural Resources Information.
wellhead pressures can
reach out to 15,000 psi (Figure 1). Pumping slick-water or hybrid fracturing
treatments at these high rates requires a significant amount of horsepower on location. High treating pressures also demand more proppant and fluid than other
unconventional plays.

[2]

SOLUTION
U.S. Energy Information Administration | Updates to the Eagle Ford Shale Play Maps

Utex designed a targeted approach improving the PPC’s pump reliability issues.
The root basis of this solution was the utilization of Utex’s XLH®/SuperGold®
packing coupled with Core-X® tungsten carbide plungers offering a premium
performing expendable combination proven successful in aggressive, high
pressure and volume, pumping applications.
Secondly, Utex technical personnel conducted on-site expendable installation training alongside the PPC’s equipment operators. This offered a valuable
education towards the proper and recommended installation and maintenance
techniques to achieve the maximum performance out of their frac pumps.
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After the field analysis, educational training, and re-packing of 1 pump were complete, the pump was utilized in the 13 stage
“Merideth #3H” well performing flawlessly for the duration of the job. This pump completed all 13 stages, averaging 10,500 psi,
95 bpm, with a total of 9.5 million pounds of 100 mesh sand pumped down hole without requiring any additional maintenance,
offering zero downtime. Upon completion of the well, the pump was broken down to review internal components. After 40.80
total pumping hours, the packing and plungers showed no degradation to the running surface, capable of continued service.

CONCLUSION
A pressure pumping completions company, employed by an operator in South Texas, requested Utex recommendations to
improve pump reliability and operational efficiency while reducing downtime fracking a 13 stage Eagle Ford Shale well. Utex
technical personnel spent a total of 108 man hours on site with PPC equipment operators educating, training, and installing
Utex premium XLH®/SuperGold® packing and Core-X® tungsten carbide plungers. The results reflected a pump completing
13 stages, 40.8 pumping hours, with zero downtime for maintenance compared to the PPC’s past performance of overhaul
expendable maintenance completed after 2 to 3 hours of pumping time. After completion of the frac job, the Utex expendable
components showed minimal wear, with much longer expendables life potential. This resulted in a significant improvement in
pump reliability lowering the cost of ownership.
Table 1 Illustrates the results of the pump’s overall performance analyzed per stage
STAGE
NO
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
TOTAL

POUNDS OF SAND
PER STAGE
313,050 lbs
816,230 lbs
191,850 lbs
816,180 lbs
815,510 lbs
814,490 lbs
814,980 lbs
815,320 lbs
814,700 lbs
811,930 lbs
813,320 lbs
815,220 lbs
867,040 lbs
9,519,820 Ibs

STROKE COUNT
PER STAGE
7,552
23,022
25,331
28,158
23,344
22,674
44,352
30,152
29,282
125,122
26,250
18,960
25,113
329,312

PUMPING TIME
FOR EACH STAGE
2.20 Hours
3.80 Hours
2.90 Hours
3.70 Hours
3.20 Hours
3.00 Hours
4.30 Hours
2.70 Hours
3.30 Hours
3.40 Hours
3.20 Hours
2.50 Hours
2.60 Hours
40.8 HOURS

Application Details
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13 Total Stages Completed
10,500 PSI Average Pumping Pressure
95 BPM (Barrels Per Minute) Flow Rate
100 Mesh Proppant
9.5 Million Pounds of Proppant Down hole
40.8 Total Pumping Hours
329,312 Total Stroke Duty Cycle

Inspection Details
•

Upon completion of the 13 stage well, the packing
and plunger expendables were removed from the
fluid end for further analysis. results of the visual
analysis proved the packing and plungers completed the 13 stage well showing minimal wear.

Figure 2 Shows pictures of Utex’s Premium packing and plungers after completion of 13 stage frac job

Utex’s premium packing set (style 2108) consists of the patented fabric reinforced XLH® X-Tended Life Header Ring with two
SSF double stacked SuperGold® pressure rings were coupled with Core-X® high performance flame fused tungsten carbide
plungers. Utex’s recommended installation and lubrication specifications achieved maximum pump reliability by offering zero
downtime for maintenance completing this 13 stage well.
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